
Loaders
Utility Track

Easy to operate

The versatile stand-on utility track loaders are designed for operator 
comfort, ease of operation and offers a low maintenance design to 
reduce maintenance cost.

Perfect for a variety of projects

These utility track loaders offer wide tracks and overall narrow 
machine widths allowing them to fit through doorways, gates  
and other tight spaces, making them ideal for landscape and 
residential projects. 



Unit SM60 SM100 SM120

Max. operating power  
at operating speed

hp 
rpm

26.5 
@ 2,600

24.7 
@ 2,600

24.7 
@ 2,600

Engine type Kohler ECH749, air-cooled, 2-cylinder,  
gasoline engine.

Yanmar 3TNV80FT, liquid-cooled, 4-cycle, 
3-cylinder, turbocharged diesel engine.

Yanmar 3TNV80FT, liquid-cooled, 4-cycle, 
3-cylinder, turbocharged diesel engine.

Rated Operating Capacity (ROC) lbs 600 @ 35% 1,000 @ 35% 1,226 @ 35%

Tipping load lbs 1,720 2,855 3,504

Fuel tank capacity gal 14 14.1 14.1

Hydraulic tank capacity gal 1.3 1.3 1.3

Max travel speed, single /  
two-speed mph 3.9 5.2 5.2

Aux. hydraulic flow rate -  
low / high gpm 12.4 13 13

Aux. hydraulic pressure psi 3,045 3,045 3,045

Overall length  
w/std. bucket / w/o bucket in 98.5 / 75.3 108 / 84.8 108.3 / 84.7

Overall width in 35.5 35.5 41

Overall height in 54.8 58.2 58.2

Track width in 7 9 11

Hinge pin height in 75.6 85.6 85.6

Ground clearance in 6.8 7.8 7.8

Dump angle at max. height deg 37.3 38.2 38.2

Reach at max. height in 27 23.8 23.6

Breakout force -  bucket lbf 2,498 3,110 3,235

Angle of departure deg 23.7 25.6 25.6

Operating weight        lbs 2,760 3,300 3,754
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I Performance
 � Class-leading travel speed to help get  
more done, faster

 � Industry attachment interface for use  
with compatible attachments and 
increased applications

I Efficiency
 � Optimized radial path provides vertical  
lift performance for dumping in trucks or  
reaching into truck beds

 � Auxiliary hydraulic flow is available to power a  
wide variety of money saving attachments

I Maintenance
 � Durable undercarriage reduces maintenance  
costs and total cost of ownership through 
innovative design and quick maintenance

 � Sealed idlers and triple flanged rollers provide 
added surface area and engagement to reduce 
wear and de-tracking
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